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July 13, 1989
MP-13297

Re: 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Reference: Facility Operating License No. DPR-65
Docket No. 50-336
Licensee Event Report 89-007-00

Gentlemen:

This letter forwards Licensee Event Report 89-007-00 required to be submitted within
thirty (30) days pursuant to paragraph 50.73(a)(2)(i).'

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

-

-c n
Ste e E. cace

Station Superintendent
Millstone Nuclear Power Station

SES/GEK:mo

Attachment: LER 89-007-00

cc: W. T. Russell, Recion I Administrator
~

W. J. Raymond, Senior Resident inspector, Milistone Unit 1, 2 and 3
G. S. Vissing, NRC Project Manager, Millstone Unit 2
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APPROVED OMO No. ''160-0104.

.
4 EXPIRES: 8/31/88..
''

UCENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)..

u

FACiUTY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) C A GE &
Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit 2 oi si oI ol o13 |3 ie doF| 0| 3

TITLE 14)

Missed Radiation Monitor Source Check I

EVENT DATE (5) LEA NUMBEA (8) - AFACAT DATE f7) OTHEA FACILITIES INV* /ED f 8)
MONTH DAY)YEAA YEAR g | MONTH DAY YEAR FACluTY NAMES |

o f El O! 0101 ' | | ),

.
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UCENSEE CONTACT FOA THIS LEA (121
NAME TELEPHONE NLMBEA

AREA CODE I

Gary E. Komosky, Engineer X4725
2|0[3 4j4)7|-|1|7|9|1

COMPLETE oNE LINE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILUAE DESCAIBED N THIS AEnOAT (13) l

MhNk0~ 7d CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MhN$C.CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT
remos

| i l I l' i l l i | | | | | khYkkIb

i i i i i i i M9 i i i i i i i 2i%$4
SUPPLEMENTAL AEPORT EXPECTED (14) MONTH DAY YEAR

SL'BMtSSION
YES ttf yes. comoiste EXPECTED SUBMrSSION DATE) M NO DATE 05)

| | |
ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately ?!fteen Single = Space TypeWrtiten hne$) 06)

On June 13,1989, at 1300 hours, with the plant in Mode 1,100% power, it was identified that the
Condensate Pohshing Facility (CPF) Radiation Monitor, 2-CND-RE-245, had been operated without
conducting a source check, which is in violation of the Plant's Technical Specifications, from February 1.
1986 until March 22, 1989. When the Environmental Technical Specificanons (ETS) were changed to the
Radiological Effluent Teci.tical Specifications (RETS) in 1986,.the sburce check requirement for the CPF
radiation monitor was a new requirement and was inadvertently omitted from plant procedure SP 2617A
which provides instructions for conducting radioactive liquid waste discharges. The source check
requirement for the CPF radiation monitor was added in revision 16 to SP 2617A in March 1989. The
intraction was realized during a Nuclear Review Board (NRB) audst of the plant procedure. Dunng the
ume that the source check was omitted, radioactive liquid discharges were made that utilized this radiation
monitor. It should be noted that this radiation monitor was funcuonally checked on a monthly basis and
calibrated quarterly during the time in question which did not identify any deficiencies with the operanon of
the radiation monitor. The corrective action has already been taken. The cause of the infraction was
personnel error.
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION

FACluTY NAME (1) CoCKET NUMBER (2) LEA NUMBEA (6) PAGE f31 -,

YEAR <

Millstone Nuclear Power Station
- Unit' 2 ~ ~

o| sj o| o| oja |3 |s 8|9 0 j 0|7 0|0 0| 2 OF 0;3
TEXT (ff more space is recured, use accitional NRc Form 366A's) (17)

,

1.' f Descrintinn nf Event

On June 13,1989, at 1300 hours, with the plant in Mode 1,100% power, it was identified that the
Condensate Polishing Facility (CPF) Radiation Monitor had been operated without conducting a
source check, which is a violation of the plant's Technical Specification section 3.3, from February
1.1986 until March 22, 1989. The infraction occurred when the Environmental Technical
Specifications (ETS) were changed to the Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications (RETS) in

-1986. Dunng this transition, a source check for the CPF radiation monitor was a new requirement
and was inadvenently omitted from the plant procedure SP 2617A which provides instructions for
conducting radioacuve liquid waste discharges. The source check reputrement for the CPF
radiation monitor was added to rension 16 of SP 2617A in March 1989, dunng the plant.
procedure upgrade process, without the knowledge that its previous omission was a Technical
Specification violation. The infraction was realized dunng a Nuclear Review Board (NRB) audit of
this' plant procedure. Dunng the time that the source check was omitted, radioactive liquid
discharges were made that utilized this radiation monitor.. It should be noted that this radiation
monitor was functionally checked on a monthly basi.; and calibrated quarterly dunng the time in
question. These tests did not identify any deficiencies with the operation of this radiation monitor.
No safety system functioned and no operator actions were required.

II. Came of Event

The root cause of the event was personnel error. If the Technical Specification requirements were ,
closely compared with the requirements currently listed in the procedure at the time of the ETS
transition, the source check would have been identified and added to the procedure.

III. An&eic of Event

This event is aportable in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(B), any operation or condition
prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifications. The CPF radioactive liquid discharge monitor
was not checked with a known radiation source prior to making a discharge from February 1,1986
until March 22, 1989. But, dunng this time, the radiation monitor was functionally checked on a
monthly basis and calibrated quarterly. The monthly functional check tests the alarm setpoints,
checks the electronic response, and checks the response using the on-board radioactive source.
The quarterly calibration checks the as-found isotopic calibration, checks the microprocessor
calibration, checks the alarms, and recalibrates the monitor using radioactive test sources. A review
was conducted of the completed functional check and calibration surveillance forms from the time
frame in question to check for inconsistencies with the monitor's operation. This review did not
identify any deficiencies that would have made the monitor incapable of accurately monitonng a
radioactive discharge. Therefore, it is concluded that the radiation monitor operated properly and
no discharge permits were violated.

IV. Conective Action
,

_ s
No corrective action was taken as the source check had been added to the procedure prior to
identifying that the Technical Specihcation had been violated.

it should be noted that it is present practice to conduct an additional review of a Technical
| Specification change to ensure that all required changes have been completed. The process

requires that the Operations Department verify that all necessary changes to operations procedures,i

forms, and the like are complete in order to ensure that the requirements of the Technical
Specification change are fully implemented. When completed, conbrmation that the changes have
been accomplished is provided to the Unit Superintendent. This practice assures that all
compensatory changes have been accomplished; this practica was not in place in 1986 when the
Technical Specification change that invoked RETS took place.

No further corrective action is required.

gForm 366A *U S.GPo:1986-0-624-538/455
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|: Millstone Nuclear Power Station
Unit 2 - -
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TEXT tti rriorer space is roowered, use motsstional NRC Form 386A's) (17),

V. . Adr4stinnal Infnrmntinn

There were no failed camponents.

Similar LER's: None!
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